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Quick Lesson on Flying Star Monthly Stars
Lots of people want to know how I write the monthly flying star charts, which are attached here for you.
There are some simple concepts to understanding this. I’ve tried to boil this down as simply as possible
so you can see the patterns of the energies – once you understand the pattern, you can write calendars
yourself, help your clients or just understand how the monthly energies move and change.
Each year, the feng shui flying star changes on February 4.
Notice how the energies shift from January to February from 2014 to 2015, and going down by a factor of
one each year thereafter.
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*Read your MCC Numbers Study Guide on how to interpret the numbers

These are the “annual stars” that will rule the various directions for the year from February to February.
This is how you can look forwards and backwards and see how energies have affected a home and the
people who live there.

MONTHLY ENERGIES
The “monthly stars” are like the annual stars except that the annual stars move just once a year. The
monthly stars continue moving backwards from month to month. The monthly stars are the second
number in the monthly calendars i.e., 3/5 or 2/4. See blue boxes below.
Notice that the only time the annual star changes is in February. It stays the same all year because it is
the “annual” star.
However, the second number changes every month, going backward by a factor of one. This is true for all
the sectors of west, southwest, northwest, north, northeast, etc.
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Now you can look at the calendar below and have an understanding of how the stars move and change
from month to month because now you can see the pattern of movement.
To understand the qualities, be sure to read your numbers guide and this will help you to understand how
the two energies fit together.
Numbers RECAP -- Positives & Negatives
Auspicious Numbers -- Bring success, prosperity, happiness, love
1, 4, 6, 8, 9*
Misfortune Numbers -- Bring illness, loss, accidents, separations, legal problems
2, 3, 5, 7, 9*
*Mutable number. Can be positive or negative depending on the number it’s paired with.
Below are some of the combinations you’ll see in the calendar that follows.
Read the descriptions in the calendar to understand how these two numbers then relate to each sector. A
double 2 can create eye problems, for example, if it were in the south (rules heart and eyes). In the north,
it could create problems with the career, ears or kidneys.
Difficult combinations: 2/3 (arguments), 5/9 2/9 5/2 (serious illness money problems), 7/9 injuries
arguments, 2/7, 5/7 fighting injuries, 3/5 harm to legs or feet.
Beneficial combinations: 1/6, 1/8, 1/4 – money, windfalls, opportunity. Any combinations of 1, 4, 6, 8. The
number 9 can also be beneficial when it’s with a positive number.

Monthly Dates
So when exactly each month do the dates change? They change each month on the same dates from
year to year. That means that in March 2015, the monthly flying star changes on March 6 and goes until
April 4. Then April 5 to May 5….every year, year in and year out.
Save this calendar so you can see how the energies. There is a blank calendar for you to use to fill out
your own flying star calendar at the end.
Why don’t you give it a try?
Be sure to note doubles months – and see if you can find what VERY interesting occurrence will happen
next February 2016 by filling out the chart for that month. 

January 5, 2015 – February 3, 2015
Southeast 3/5

South 8/1

Southwest 1/3

Watch for money problems and
reckless spending. Speculation in
stocks and investments are not wise
this month. In fact, all financial
decisions should be carefully thought
over as there can be bankruptcy –
especially if your bedroom is located
here. Health problems for the oldest
daughter could also be severe,
especially if his bedroom is here.
Broken limbs are also a possibility.
Add a pendulum clock or fan to drain
the negative energy.

Great health and financial luck
in this location this month!
Good opportunity for career
advancement and new
business prospects. Bird or
horse figures and pictures
stimulate the annual 8 star.
Add red and gold to keep
arguments at bay. Careful of
genital and kidney ailments.

Mixed energy can bring either fame
or arguments…maybe both. Add
red/gold in this area as well to keep
arguments from escalating. Watch
for liver-related problems in this
area. Anyone in these sectors will
become more difficult if they stay
here. Expect the unexpected from
anyone residing in this sector. Add
bright lights and red colors to
exhaust the negative energy.

East 2/4

Center 4/6

West 6/8

This combination of numbers can
create sexual advances and more
romantic interest. Or it could translate
to literary and academic luck. Display
a globe or crystals to enhance the
studious benefits. Watch for bickering
between females or difficult women at
work. Watch for illnesses of the
abdominal region and marital infidelity
if your bedroom is located here.

The White 6 star of heavenly
luck and favor comes to the
center. Possible surprise
money for anyone who works in
this sector. Windfalls and
money attached to education,
exams, sales or literary works.
Possible literary fame and
academic success. Add gems
and stones here to enhance.
However, investments and
stocks could be lucrative.

Excellent wealth stars could bring
great news about children, good
news about real estate, career, or
even fame. BIG help for the
children of the house! Reputation
soars for anyone working in this
sector. Watch for stress and
overworking. Consider buying
property. Display fountain in this
sector if it is a living room, dining,
room, or front door area.

Northeast 7/9

North 9/2

Northwest 5/7

Be careful if this area is your
bedroom. It’s possible that you may
be arguing more than usual. If your
front door is in this sector, be extra
cautious when locking up at night as
burglary and robbery is possible.
Watch any candles as the possibility
of fire is also likely with this energy.
Fidelity is also an issue as excess
sexual energy is pronounced in this
sector (good for bachelors). Watch
for heart problems if your
bedroom/front door is here.

If you have a home office
located here, you could have
business problems. Even if you
don’t social setbacks are
possible. Watch for problems
with the eyes, reproductive
organs, and stomach
complaints. Better to move out
of the bedroom if you sleep
here. Be extra cautious with
children as this can create
severe mental stress or
problems. Add 6-rod hollow
windchime here.

The breadwinner could suffer from
injury this month. Possible problems
with escalating arguments,
violence, quarrels and
disagreements over money. Watch
for illnesses related to foods, mouth
problems, and reproductive
diseases. Possible robbery and
violence. Watch for bleeding
problems. Drug-related problems
also possible. Add water feature
here to dampen the effects.

This is the month feng shui changes
every year on the same day.
February 4 – March 5, 2015
Southeast 2/4

South 7/9

Southwest 9/2

This combination of numbers can
create sexual advances and more
romantic interest. Or it could
translate to literary and academic
luck. Display a globe or crystals to
enhance the studious benefits.
Watch for bickering between
females or difficult women
regarding money. Watch for
illnesses of the abdominal region
and marital infidelity if your
bedroom is located here.

Be careful if this area is your
bedroom. It’s possible that you
may be arguing more than
usual. If your front door is in
this sector, be extra cautious
when locking up at night as
burglary and robbery is
possible. Watch any candles
as the possibility of fire is also
likely with this energy. Fidelity
is also an issue as excess
sexual energy is pronounced in
this sector (good for bachelors).
Watch for heart problems if
your bedroom/front door is
here.

If you have a home office located
here, you could have business,
health, relationship or financial
problems. Even if you don’t social
setbacks are possible. Watch for
problems with the eyes,
reproductive organs, and stomach
complaints. Better to move out of
the bedroom if you sleep here.
Financial, relationship or illness
problems for the woman of the
house. Add 6-rod hollow
windchime here.

East 1/3

Center 3/5

West 5/7

Mixed energy can bring either
fame or arguments…maybe both.
Add red/gold in this area as well to
keep arguments from escalating.
Watch for liver-related problems in
this area. Anyone in these sectors
will become more difficult if they
stay here. Expect the unexpected
from anyone residing in this sector.
Add bright lights and red colors to
exhaust the negative and
argumentative energy. Watch for
legal problems this month.

Watch for money problems and
reckless spending. Speculation
in stocks and investments are
not wise this month. In fact, all
financial decisions should be
carefully thought over as there
can be bankruptcy – especially
if your bedroom is located here.
Health problems for the oldest
son could also be severe.
Broken limbs are also a
possibility. Add a pendulum
clock or fan to drain the
negative energy.

Children could suffer from injury by
metal this month. Possible
problems with escalating
arguments, violence, quarrels and
disagreements over money.
Watch for illnesses related to
foods, mouth problems, and
bullying. Possible robbery and
violence. Watch for bleeding
problems. Drug-related problems
also possible. Add water feature
here to dampen the effects.

Northeast 6/8

North 8/1

Northwest 4/6

Excellent wealth stars could bring
great news about studies,
education or writing. Expect good
news about real estate, career, or
even fame. BIG help for the sons
of the house! Reputation soars for
anyone working in this sector.
Watch for stress and overworking.
Consider buying property. Display
fountain in this sector.

Great health and financial luck
in this location this month!
Good opportunity for career
advancement and new
business prospects. Bird or
horse figures and pictures
stimulate the annual 8 star.
Add red and gold to keep
arguments at bay. Careful of
genital and kidney ailments.

The windfall star visits! Possible
surprise money for anyone who
works in this sector. Windfalls and
money attached to education,
exams, sales or literary works.
Possible literary fame and
academic success. Add gems and
stones here to enhance. However,
investments and stocks could be
lucrative.

March 6 – April 4, 2015
Southeast 2/3

South 7/8

Southwest 9/1

The 2/3 elements clash and can
create arguments and bickering –
especially over money, bills,
investments. Gossip and
arguments could even result in
legal disputes. Keep the area
quiet and dimly lit. Watch for
stressful relationships and money
worries. Daughters and sons may
also argue. Stomach problems
may also arise. Add red and gold
to this area to calm it or add a
laughing Buddha figure.

Looking for love? Good love
potential amoung young people
is possible, so singles, take
note. Water features placed
here bring big money gains.
Want to gain ground over your
competition? You can this
month. Money can be gained
through social connections – so
take your friend’s stock tips
seriously.

Great chance to have an
opportunity presented to the
woman of the house – or gain
money through women. Consider
a fountain in this area to boost the
wealth potential as this is a sum of
ten area. Get out there and pursue
new opportunities. Clash of
energies could cause relationships
problems in social circles or you
find relationships run hot and cold.

East 1/2

Center 3/4

West 5/6

Watch for problems with health,
particularly the stomach. Careful
as accidents and other misfortunes
are also possible. Watch for
severe marital problems, especially
if the marital bedroom is here or
the front door is located here.
Overbearing women and timid
males can cause serious problems
such as divorce or separation.
Use another door instead. Watch
for stomach problems. Add a lush
plant or flowers here to control this
energy.

Severe stress can be caused
here in this sector this month.
Oldest daughter worries. Watch
for theft of money through
unscrupulousness or sneaky
theft. Good sector for
academic success/writers.
Children do well with studies.
Avoid plants here because of
romantic-related gossip. Watch
for stress among all family
members. Crystals and globes
help writers and students.
Bright lights and red candles
stop excess wood.

The 6 star offers some windfall
opportunities! Money or
opportunity comes out of nowhere.
Dangerous for the children in the
house or anyone in the house from
injury to head. Potential for cancer
of internal organs. Difficulties with
stress and mental fatigue. Careful
of loss for the man of the house
with investments or gambling or
legal problems.

Northeast 6/7

North 8/9

Northwest 4/5

Watch for disagreements and
violence. Potential for bleeding
and blood loss. Move out of here if
there is pregnancy. Potential for
miscarriage. Add water here to
curb the metal energy or if this is a
bedroom, add blue linens, black
accents to control the metal
energy. Watch for dog bites.

Great social success and
money making opportunities
appear! Students excel this
month. Potential, though, for
some recognition and fame for
women and young men.
Intelligence heightened, rise in
income from education. Add
lights and red colors to
stimulate the fame element but
avoid candles.

The man of the house needs to
watch for significant health or
financial problems. There can even
be problems with a wandering eye.
Add metal here to help weaken the
5 star that’s visiting this month.
Plants can also help drain the 5
star of some of its bite.

April 5 – May 5, 2015
Southeast 2/2

South 7/7

Southwest 9/9

Watch for excessive stress and
strain over money and/or health.
Watch for digestive, reproductive
complaint, or diseases of the liver.
Careful of accidents as the double
2 stars create excess illness and
accident energy. Add a 6 rod
metal windchime to exhaust this
energy or lush plants to drain this
energy. Keep lights low, and noise
to a minimum.

The fame sector hosts serious
robbery energy here. Be extra
cautious if this is your front
door, living room, or bedroom.
Possible knife or stab wounds
and bleeding problems. Keep
lights on and the area well-lit.
Watch if this is an area where
you work with tools as serious
accidents from cutting or
electricity. Add water here to
dissolve this negative energy.

Home could be a source of parties
and social gatherings. Good
wealth luck and opportunity for
anyone working in this sector to
acquire wealth and make longterm plans for income. Excellent
for sales people. Watch for
arguments, eye or heart problems
as the fire energy can be too much
to control.

East 1/1

Center 3/3

West 5/5

Wealth and lots of it can be
accumulated here this month –
especially if you’re front door or
office is located here. If you have
an office here, advancement is
likely. Work on money making
ventures in this sector. Creative
types also do well here, such as
musicians, writers, and artists.
Display a water feature here to
magnify the good energy. Or,
display a picture of water or place
an aquarium here.

Oldest daughter, or the whole
family, may be in a bad mood
this month or suffer from
depression or low energy.
Squabbles and arguments are
likely. There could be bickering
about money, and health
complaints may abound. Make
this area bright with lamps, lava
lamps, or candles. This will
offset the negative wood
energy. Red colors are also
beneficial here.

The descendant’s sector hosts
some very serious negative energy
here. There could be major loss of
money, serious accidents, or
severe illness such as cancer.
Display 6-rod windchime, add a
fan, or metal to stop the dreaded
five energy. In the bedroom, this
affliction can cause impotence.
Keep the area dark and quiet.
Move out of here if possible.

Northeast 6/6

North 8/8

Northwest 4/4

Windfalls, influence, and people
coming to your aid are all part of
the double 6, but watch that the
combination can create problems
with lungs. Add 6 Chinese coins
here to tap the wealth potential.
Be careful if a shop is located here
or the kitchen as there is a
potential for cuts and bleeding.
Watch for sharp items in this area
or electrical shock. Add black
elements to help control and add a
wealth bowl to stimulate windfalls
and winnings.

Terrific wealth and relationship
luck located here. The potential
for career advancement,
wonderful business
opportunities, & financial gain
are all possible here. Great
location for a home office, front
door, or bedroom. If a living or
dining room, entertain clients
here for business
advancement. Add water here
for great wealth luck. Spend
lots of time here and ring a gold
bell.

Success revolves around written
communication. Academic and
artistic and creative pursuits
advance in this sector. Romance
luck also flourishes. Men may see
many women being attracted to
them. Add plants or flowers to
boost love luck if you are single.
Don’t add water here or it could
cause marital or relationship
problems. Literary fame and
academic advancement and
recognition likely.

May 6 – June 5, 2015
Southeast 2/1

South 7/6

Southwest 9/8

The white star brings financial luck
and opportunity in this sector!
Good opportunity to make money
through real estate or women.
This may also be the month to look
at stocks and other investments as
you can make some money here.
Display 6 Chinese coins or a 6-rod
windchime to help the one star and
exhaust the illness-causing 2 star.

A mixed bag of stars. The 6
star offers potential windfall
energy. Watch for social
disagreements. Potential for
bleeding and blood loss. Move
out of here if there is
pregnancy. Potential for
miscarriage. Add water here to
curb the metal energy or if this
is a bedroom, add blue linens,
black accents to control the
metal energy.

Good news about social and
business advancement if your front
door, living room, or bedroom is
located here. Good opportunity for
recognition by others, romantic
and sociable times, and wealth
advancement. Tendency toward
work stress and overwork needs
curbing. Add water fountain here
to tap the great wealth of the water
star. Good news and popularity for
the women of the house.

East 1/9

Center 3/2

West 5/4

Mixed energy this month for this
sector. Sons could be
troublesome and hot-headed. Add
crystals and stone or earth
elements to control this energy.
On the plus side, there is potential
to attract wealth and for fun times
for families. A fountain in this area
could boost the wealth potential as
this is a sum of ten area. Careful
of eye complaints or back injuries.

Bickering and stress in the
family, particularly for the oldest
daughter will be evident.
Troubles come out of the blue.
Romantic tangles possible,
causing excessive emotional
strain. Good literary and
academic energy helps
students and writers. Study in
this sector. Metal objects will
help to control the negative
effects of the excessive wood
energy.

Careful of speculative investments
and gambling losses. Potential for
diseases, infections and problems
with skin and breasts. Add metal to
offset negativity. Windchimes, fans
or pendulum clocks can offset the
illness energy here this month.
Singles could find love. Students
will have study and writing
success.

Northeast 6/5

North 8/7

Northwest 4/3

Possible unexpected sources of
income from stocks, gambling,
awards, or prizes. Careful of
health problems of the head in
children, cancer of the mouth or
head area for man of the house.
Add metal windchime, pendulum
clock, or metal accessories to hold
down the negative five energy and
boost the beneficial six energy.
Keep this area dim and quiet.

Looking for love? Good love
potential is possible, so singles,
take note. Watch for violence,
robbery, or accidents related to
metal (knives, scissors, car
accidents, shop accidents). Be
careful about locking doors and
safety this month. There could
be gossip on the job or loss of
opportunity.

Watch that bickering and stress in
the family doesn’t get out of
control. Romantic tangles possible,
causing excessive emotional strain
and possible depression. Lights or
metal objects will help to control
the negative effects of the
excessive wood energy. Single
men should watch out for attracting
“crazy” girlfriends.

June 6 – July 6, 2015
Southeast 2/9

South 7/5

Southwest 9/7

If you have a home office located
here, you could have business
problems. Even if you don’t career
setbacks are possible. Watch for
problems with the eyes,
reproductive organs, and stomach
complaints. Watch also for kidney
ailments and overwork. Better to
move out of the bedroom if you
sleep here or if you are pregnant.
Be extra cautious with children as
this can create severe mental
stress or problems. Place a 6-rod
hollow windchime here.

Possible problems with
escalating arguments, violence,
quarrels and disagreements.
Watch for illnesses related to
foods, mouth problems, and
reproductive diseases, and
excess worry. Possible robbery
and violence, mouth afflictions
such as ulcers, cavities. Add
water feature here to dampen
the effects. Keep this area
quiet and dim.

This energy creates infidelities and
problems with relationships.
Sexual advances are common and
this is not a problem if you are
single, but committed relations can
be strained if this sector is the
bedroom. Watch candles for the
potential for fire. Heart problems
are a possibility. There is also a
potential for robbery or burglary.
Add water or crystals here to
control the negative energy.

East 1/8

Center 3/1

West 5/3

Great luck in this location this
month for the oldest son or the
whole family! Good opportunity for
career advancement and new
business prospects plus wealth.
The water 8 star is here, so
stimulate this area if it’s your front
door, living room, or office! Put in
a water feature here to tap the
great wealth in this sector. Add
Chinese coins here as well for
more wealth luck.

Wood energy can cause some
bickering, but the 1 white star
can bring about some good
fortune such as opportunity to
travel. Career advancement
and musical advancement is
possible so be sure to activate
this area by being in this area.
Potential for legal problems or
arguments. Add red and gold
here to hold quarrelsome
energy down.

Stress from the 5/3 combination
can create arguments over health
problems especially those related
to the oldest son or man of the
house. Watch for tangles over
money or real estate and for credit
card fraud or carelessness. Keep
the area quiet and dim. Metal
colors and objects will also help to
control some of the negative five
and three energy.

Northeast 6/4

North 8/6

Northwest 4/2

Mixed energy this month. Anyone
studying for important exams
should review for those exams in
this sector. Literary and publishing
advancement also possible.
Watch for possible infidelities.
Enhance with globes and crystals.
Old texts can say this leads to
suicide attempts. Be cautious here
if there is depression.

Excellent, excellent
combination of stars! The
wonderful heaven wealth stars
could bring great news about
career, advancement, possible
fame! Reputation soars for
anyone working in this sector
and well-deserved kudos may
arrive. Display crystals, wealth
bowl with faux gold ingots,
semiprecious stones to
enhance this area. Ring golden
bells for more good news!

Problems between daughter and
mother in law or younger woman
and older woman. Women fight
and argue. This combination of
numbers can create sexual
advances and more romantic
interest. Display a globe or crystals
to enhance the studious benefits.
Watch for illnesses of the
abdominal region and marital
infidelity if your bedroom is located
here.

July 7 – August 7, 2015
Southeast 2/8

South 7/4

Southwest 9/6

Potential for good wealth
advancement and news for the
oldest daughter. This sum of
ten combination (2+8=10)
ensures good wealth aspects.
Be sure to display water or a
water feature or water-related
figures here. Potential for good
career advancement as well.
Watch for stomach complaints
and stress. Add 6 Chinese
coins here.

Good opportunity for exams and
writers to move ahead. Romantic
potential is also good and look for
setups from friends. Watch for
miscarriage energy or for problems
related to the hands, legs, or thighs.
Watch that injuries due to sharp
objects are tended to. Romantic
scandal can occur here especially if
the front door or bedroom is located
here.

Mixed energy creates uncertain
energy. Blood pressure could
rise and there could be
disagreements between
generations and among men.
Possible windfall for the residents
of the house or whoever resides
in this sector. Display gems,
stones, crystals here to boost the
benevolent 6 energy.

East 1/7

Center 3/9

West 5/2

Watch for quick romantic
involvements that lead nowhere
and dog bites or animal attacks.
Violence and robbery star could
cause problem. Injury is also
possible. Watch sharp objects
and competitors. Worry of
eviction of sudden need to
move. Family could be testy
and prone to sniping or harsh,
cutting words.

Potential for excellent fame and
recognition. Good family luck and
happy times abound. Add red and
gold in this area or 6 round crystal
balls to create smooth beneficial
heaven energy if there is bickering
between generations (kids and
grandparents). Potential for fame
for the family, good area for study
for children, but potential for fire.
No need to activate.

Serious health and wealth
problems here in the children’s
sector. Move out of bedrooms
located in this sector, particularly
if these belong to children. If any
illness occurs, see a doctor right
away. Watch for fires in this area
and strenuously avoid candles.
Keep this area quiet and dim.
Add moving metal to exhaust the
negative earth energy.

Northeast 6/3

North 8/5

Northwest 4/1

Careful of accident or injury to
legs or while traveling. Children
should be most careful. Some
conflict occurs here and could
create stress for young sons.
Potential for a windfall and
some good energy for picking
stocks and investments. Add
wealth bowl to this area to
stimulate wealth potential. Add
laughing Buddha or red and
gold colors here to curb
negative energy.

The 8/5 luck is not very good here.
Possible bone problems and
unhappy occupants of the house.
There could be problems on the job,
such as layoff or illness that keeps
you from working. Watch for
ailments to limbs and joints and
stomach. Add metal elements, 6rod windchime, pendulum clock, to
dampen the negative energy.

Excellent potential for artists,
writers, and academics! Good
luck comes from others
(publishers?) can be gained in
this sector. Singles can also
improve prospects and beneficial
introductions from others (blind
dates?). Display crystals here to
boost the great energy, pairs of
ducks for love energy, and pens
or calligraphy sets to enhance
writing and academic success.

August 8 – September 7, 2015
Southeast 2/7

South 7/3

Southwest 9/5

The loss and robbery star strikes the
wealth sector. Injury could occur to
the oldest daughter from sharp
objects, cuts, or accidents. Be careful
when working with metal objects here.
A water feature here will drain the
negative metal energy and boost the
wealth sector. Watch this area for
robbery or break-ins, electrical fires.
Because this is the wealth sector,
watch for online fraud.

Exercise extra caution in this
sector from arguments. These
arguments can escalate to
threats. Fortunately, there is a
potential for wealth because the
7 and 3 create a sum of ten
area. To boost the wealth
potential, add a water feature
here and bright lights.

There is severe misfortune in this
sector this month and could cause
mental illness, particularly if a front
door or bedroom falls in this
sector. Add metal objects here to
exhaust the negative earth energy
(5) that is fed by the annual fire
star (9). Avoid having any candles
or bright lights here and keep the
area quiet and as unoccupied as
possible. Watch for stomach, heart
and eye problems.

East 1/6

Center 3/8

West 5/1

There is wonderful energy in the
family sector this month capable of
bringing heaven energy and good
luck to anyone who lives or works in
this sector or if the bedroom is located
here. Add metal objects, such as
windchimes, Chinese coins, bells,
etc., to bring good career growth and
more prosperity and good news.
Crystals are also excellent energizers
here. Watch for potential headaches
to develop and overwork.

The wealth star shines on the
sector of health, wealth and
happiness sector this month.
Activate this area for good
wealth and great fortune.
Watch the health of children,
however, as this combination
can create health problems for
young children, such as
asthma, problems with limbs.
Move children if their rooms are
here.

White 1 star brings financial and
business opportunity. However,
watch for health afflictions for
children, the mouth or kidney
stones. Pregnant women should
be cautious and avoid this sector
as it can cause premature labor or
miscarriage. Bladder, stomach,
genital problems can also arise.
Add lush plants and flowers to this
area to drain the negative effects
of both the 5/1 stars.

Northeast 6/2

North 8/4

Northwest 4/9

The 2 illness star works in this sector
this month. Some good news for
wealth, though, through real estate.
Be careful of any candles in this area.
Better not to have them at all. Metal
objects keep the earth star from being
too troublesome and stimulate the
wealth potential of this sector.

Real estate potential resides in
this sector this month.
Romantic attractions can create
problems. Avoid having
children located here. Sales
people can advance and should
try to make presentations in this
sector. A water feature will help
boost sales. A wealth bowl of
semiprecious stones will boost
the wealth potential and
advance creative achievement.

Anyone involved in the creative
fields can advance if they work in
this sector. Keep this sector active
with energy and activity.
Romantic, travel and social luck
appears in the helpful people
sector this month. Display ducks
in this sector to stimulate romantic
energy. No extra stimulation is
required. A good time to network
and make new contacts especially
for the man of the house.

September 8 – October 7, 2015
Southeast 2/6

South 7/2

Southwest 9/4

Surprise money could come from
out of nowhere this month.
Winnings? Overdue payments?
Look for these this month if your
door, living room, or bedroom is
located here. Metal objects keep
the earth star from being too
troublesome and stimulate the
wealth potential of this sector.

The illness star strikes sector of
fame and reputation. Watch for
gossip and politics at work or in
your social interactions.
Careful not to make this area
too bright or loud. Illness
energy can take the form of
stomach problems, miscarriage,
or problems with the face (eyes,
mouth) and heart. Careful of
electrical or fire hazards.

Romantic attractions are possible
at this time, but maybe from a
stalker. Avoid having children
located here. A wealth bowl of
semiprecious stones, crystal, or
globe will boost the wealth, travel
potential and advance creative and
academic achievement of this
sector this month. Writers and
creative types can advance.
Prepare manuscripts in this sector.

East 1/5

Center 3/7

West 5/9

This is a bad combination of
energies and clash of earth (5) and
water (1). Watch for health
afflictions for sons and the whole
family. Relationships and finances
may also suffer. Pregnant women
should be cautious and avoid this
sector. Bladder, stomach, and
genital problems can arise. Add
lush plants/ flowers to this area to
drain negative effects of the 5/1
stars.

Exercise extra caution in this
sector from arguments. These
arguments can escalate to
threats. Fortunately, there is a
potential for wealth because the
7 and 3 create a sum of ten
area. To boost the wealth
potential, add a water feature
here and bright lights.

There is severe misfortune in this
sector this month and could cause
serious illness for the children and
daughters in the house, particularly
if a front door or bedroom falls in
this sector. Add metal objects
here to exhaust the negative earth
energy (5) that is fed by the annual
fire star (9). Avoid having any
candles or bright lights here and
keep the area quiet and as
unoccupied as possible.

Northeast 6/1

North 8/3

Northwest 4/8

Promotion and prestige here this
month. Wonderful energy in this
sector this month capable of
bringing wealth energy and good
luck to anyone who lives or works
in this sector or if the bedroom is
located here. Ask for a promotion
if you work, sleep, or have a door
in this sector. Add lots of metal
objects, such as windchimes,
Chinese coins, bells, etc., to bring
good career growth and more
prosperity & good news.

Mixed energy brings some
literary fame and money. But
children fight among
themselves. Careful of injuries
to young children. Limbs are
particularly affected. Move
elderly, sick or pregnant women
from this sector. Add moving
metal to stop negative
influences.

The wealth star visits the man of
the house and brings opportunity
and financial benefits. But do avoid
having children located here. A
wealth bowl of semiprecious
stones, crystal, or globe will boost
the wealth, travel potential and
advance creative and academic
achievement of this sector this
month. Writers and creative types
can advance. Prepare
manuscripts in this sector.

October 8 – November 6, 2015
Southeast 2/5

South 7/1

Southwest 9/3

This sector has the worst energy of
them all this month. Be very, very
cautious. Women are especially
vulnerable and could become with
serious illness like cancer, broken
limbs, etc. Avoid candles and
bright lights and loud noise. Be
very careful about investments and
finances this month. Move
pregnant women from this area. If
door is here, use another door.
Hang a six-rod windchime in this
sector and add metal elements.

Good prosperity at work but
watch for coworkers who are
saying bad things about you.
Display a rooster at work.
Watch for injuries related to
metal. Add a water feature
here to handle the metal energy
and stimulate the 1 wealth star.
Good energy for sales people
and for travel. A good time to
interview and receive
introductions from friends for a
new job!

Students excel this month.
Potential, though, for some
recognition and fame for women
and young men. Intelligence
heightened, rise in income from
education. Add lights and red
colors to stimulate the fame
element but avoid candles. Watch
for argumentative women and
testy tempers.

East 1/4

Center 3/6

West 5/8

Literary fame. Family members
and sons advance academically or
romantically. Writers and artists get
a boost if their offices, door, or
bedroom is located in this sector.
Sons meet potential mates, too, or
have plenty to choose from.
Display ducks here to boost the
romantic potential. Add pens and
calligraphy to this area if you are a
writer or student. Excellent location
to study for exams or write.

Display faux gold and bars of
gold or round crystal balls (6) to
stimulate prosperity and heaven
luck and make testy teenagers
easier to live with! Potential
problems with legs or injury
while traveling. Take
precautions.

The prosperity star resides in this
sector this month. Display a
water feature here to boost the
wealth potential of this sector.
Careful of injuries to limbs. Move
children out of this sector.
Youngest daughter could become
ill, boys could become sick or
break limbs.

Northeast 6/9

North 8/2

Northwest 4/7

Watch for disagreements from the
youngest son and husband,
children. Males could become
rebellious. Watch for lung
problems and blood pressure
difficulties, particularly for man of
the house if this sector has the
front door, bedroom, kitchen, or
living area. Add crystals to boost
heaven luck and hold down
quarrels.

Possible psychic insights this
month. Watch dreams. The
illness star is transformed this
month because of the sum of
ten configuration. A good time
to ask for a raise at work.
Careful of illnesses related to
the ears and head. Very young
and very old people should
avoid this sector. Add water
here to drown the two star and
stimulate the wealth potential.

Arguments and bickering in the
household could results in harsh
words being spoken. Accidents
from metal can also occur. The
man of the house could also be
threatened with robbery or with
slander or accusations about
sexual promiscuity. Couples
could separate; divorce. Add
bright lights here to exhaust the
negative wood (4) and metal (7)
energy. Or add water to drain the
7 star.

November 7 – December 6, 2015
Southeast 2/4

South 7/9

Southwest 9/2

This combination of numbers can
create sexual advances and more
romantic interest. Or it could
translate to literary and academic
luck. Display a globe or crystals to
enhance the studious benefits.
Watch for bickering between
females or difficult women at work
or women arguing about money.
Watch for illnesses of the
abdominal region and marital
infidelity if your bedroom is located
here.

Be careful if this area is your
bedroom. It’s possible that you
may be arguing more than
usual. If your front door is in
this sector, be extra cautious as
burglary and robbery is
possible. Watch any candles
as the possibility of fire is also
likely with this energy. Fidelity
is also an issue as excess
sexual energy is pronounced in
this sector (good for bachelors).
Watch for heart problems if
your bedroom/front door is
here.

If you have a home office located
here, you could have business
problems. Even if you don’t social
setbacks are possible. Watch for
problems with the eyes,
reproductive organs, and stomach
complaints. Better to move out of
the bedroom if you sleep here.
Financial or illness problems for
the woman of the house. Add 6rod hollow windchime here.

East 1/3

Center 3/5

West 5/7

Mixed energy can bring either
fame or arguments…maybe both.
Add red/gold in this area as well to
keep arguments from escalating.
Watch for liver-related problems in
this area. Anyone in these sectors
will become more difficult if they
stay here. Expect the unexpected
from anyone residing in this sector.
Add bright lights and red colors to
exhaust the negative energy.

Watch for money problems and
reckless spending. Speculation
in stocks and investments are
not wise. All financial decisions
should be carefully thought over
as there can be bankruptcy.
Health problems could also be
severe, especially if bedroom is
here. Broken limbs are also a
possibility. Add a pendulum
clock or fan to drain the
negative energy.

Children could suffer from injury by
metal this month. Possible
problems with escalating
arguments, violence, quarrels and
disagreements over money.
Watch for illnesses related to
foods, mouth problems, and
bullying. Possible robbery and
violence. Watch for bleeding
problems. Drug-related problems
also possible. Add water feature
here to dampen the effects.

Northeast 6/8

North 8/1

Northwest 4/6

Excellent wealth stars could bring
great news about studies,
education or writing. Expect good
news about real estate, career, or
even fame. BIG help for the sons
of the house! Reputation soars for
anyone working in this sector.
Watch for stress and overworking.
Consider buying property. Display
fountain in this sector if it is a living
room, dining, room, or front door
area.

Great health and financial luck
in this location this month!
Good opportunity for career
advancement and new
business prospects. Bird or
horse figures and pictures
stimulate the annual 8 star.
Add red and gold to keep
arguments at bay. Careful of
genital and kidney ailments.

The windfall star visits! Possible
surprise money for anyone who
works in this sector. Windfalls and
money attached to education,
exams, sales or literary works.
Possible literary fame and
academic success. Add gems and
stones here to enhance. However,
investments and stocks could be
lucrative.

December 7, 2015 – January 5, 2016
Southeast 2/3

South 7/8

Southwest 9/1

The 2/3 elements clash and can
create arguments and bickering –
especially over money and
savings. Gossip and arguments
could even result in legal disputes.
Keep the area quiet and dimly lit.
Watch for stressful relationships
and money worries. Sons and
daughters may also argue.
Stomach problems may also arise.
Add red and gold to this area to
calm it or add a laughing Buddha
figure.

Looking for love? Good love
potential among young people
is possible, so singles, take
note. Water features placed
here bring big money gains.
Want to gain ground over your
competition? You can this
month. Lost a girlfriend to
another man? This is the
month you could win her back.
Display gemstones in this area.

Women have a real chance to
make money this month! If
interviewing for a job, you will beat
the competition. Consider a
fountain in this area to boost the
wealth potential as this is a sum of
ten area. Do watch for heart
problems, venereal and
reproductive difficulties, fertility, or
miscarriage potential. Add crystals
and stone or earth elements to
control this energy.

East 1/2

Center 3/4

West 5/6

Watch for problems with health,
particularly the stomach. Careful
as accidents and other misfortunes
are possible. Watch for severe
family problems, especially if the
marital bedroom is here or the front
door is located here. Overbearing
women and timid males can cause
serious problems such as divorce
or separation. Use another door
instead. Watch for stomach
problems. Add a lush plant or
flowers here to control this energy.

Severe stress can be caused
here in this sector this month.
Oldest daughter worries, family
stress. Good sector for
academic success/writers.
Children do well with studies.
Avoid plants here because of
romantic-related gossip.
Crystals and globes help writers
and students. Bright lights and
red candles stop excess wood.

Possibility of recognition by others
or windfalls but the combination of
5/6 makes it dangerous for the
man of the house or anyone in the
house from injury to head.
Potential for cancer of internal
organs. Difficulties with stress and
mental fatigue. Careful of loss for
the man of the house with
investments or gambling or legal
problems.

Northeast 6/7

North 8/9

Northwest 4/5

Watch for disagreements and
violence. Potential for bleeding
and blood loss. Move out of here if
there is pregnancy. Potential for
miscarriage. Add water here to
curb the metal energy or if this is a
bedroom, add blue linens, black
accents to control the metal
energy. Watch for dog bites.

Great social success and
money making opportunities
appear! Students excel this
month. Potential, though, for
some recognition and fame for
women and young men.
Intelligence heightened, rise in
income from education. Add
lights and red colors to
stimulate the fame element but
avoid candles.

The man of the house needs to
watch for significant health or
financial problems. There can even
be problems with a wandering eye.
Add metal here to help weaken the
5 star that’s visiting this month.
Plants can also help drain the 5
star of some of its bite.

January 5, 2016 – February 3, 2016
Southeast 2/2

South 7/7

Southwest 9/9

Watch for excessive stress and
strain over money and/or health.
Watch for digestive, reproductive
complaint, or diseases of the liver.
Careful of accidents as the double 2
stars create excess illness and
accident energy. Because this is the
wealth sector, watch finances for
fraud. Add a 6 rod metal windchime
to exhaust this energy or lush plants
to drain this energy. Keep lights low,
and noise to a minimum.

The fame sector hosts serious
robbery energy and injury by
metal. Be extra cautious if this
is your front door, living room,
or bedroom. Possible knife or
stab wounds and bleeding
problems. Add water here to
dissolve this negative energy.
Keep lights on and the area
well-lit. Watch if this is an area
where you work with tools as
serious accidents from cutting
or electricity.

Home could be a source of parties
and social gatherings. The woman
of the house is in a party mood!
Good wealth luck and opportunity for
anyone working in this sector to
acquire wealth and make long-term
plans for income. Excellent for sales
people. Watch for arguments, eye or
heart problems. Pregnancy is a
strong possibility this month.

East 1/1

Center 3/3

West 5/5

Wealth and lots of it can be
accumulated here this month –
especially if you’re front door or
office is located here. If you have an
office here, advancement is likely.
Work on money making ventures in
this sector. Creative types also do
well here, such as musicians,
writers, and artists. Display a water
feature here to magnify the good
energy. Or, display a picture of
water or place an aquarium here.

The whole family may be in a
bad mood this month or suffer
from depression or anger.
Squabbles and arguments are
likely. There could be health
complaints may abound. Make
this area bright with lamps, lava
lamps, or candles. This will
offset the negative wood
energy. Red colors are also
beneficial here.

The children’s sector hosts some
very serious negative energy here.
There could be major loss of money,
serious accidents, or severe illness
such as cancer. Display 6-rod
windchime, add a fan, or metal to
stop the dreaded five energy. In the
bedroom, this affliction can cause
impotence. Keep the area dark and
quiet. Do not sleep here.

Northeast 6/6

North 8/8

Northwest 4/4

The double six combination can
create problems with lungs, although
there is a possibility of money luck in
this sector. Add 6 Chinese coins
here to tap the wealth potential. Be
careful if a shop is located here or
the kitchen as there is a potential for
cuts and bleeding. Watch for sharp
items in this area or electrical shock.
Add black elements to help control.
Possible educational wins for
students!

Terrific wealth and relationship
luck located here this month.
The potential for career
advancement, wonderful
business opportunities, and
financial gain are all possible
here. Great location for a home
office, front door, or bedroom.
Be sure to entertain clients here
for business advancement.
Add water here for great wealth
luck or ring a gold bell here if
you have an office located in
this sector.

Success revolves around written
communication. Academic and
artistic and creative pursuits advance
in this sector. Romance luck also
flourishes. Men may see many
women being attracted to them. Add
plants or flowers to boost love luck if
you are single. Don’t add water here
or it could cause marital or
relationship problems. Literary fame
and academic advancement and
recognition likely.

February 4 – March 5, 2016
Southeast

South

Southwest

East

Center

West

Northeast

North

Northwest

